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The home team tried to score a goal so that they could qualify for the !nals.1)

Please book an appointment online or call the helpdesk.2)

Mom makes me eat vegetables whether I like them or not.5)

Isabella couldn’t read last night, nor could she sleep a wink.6)

Cheryl was hungry, yet she ate nothing at the party.9)

The program started as soon as the chief guest arrived.8)

Hardly had the concert started when the crowd cheered.10)

Unless Jordan catches a !sh, he wouldn’t go home.4)

Wendy not only prepared the meal but also decorated the house.3)

Even though Paul was busy, he attended the party.7)

Color coordinating conjunctions red, subordinating conjunctions yellow, and

correlative conjunctions green. 

Conjunctions

Make hay while the sun shines.Example:
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Answer Key

The home team tried to score a goal so that they could qualify for the !nals.1)

Please book an appointment online or call the helpdesk.2)

Mom makes me eat vegetables whether I like them or not.5)

Isabella couldn’t read last night, nor could she sleep a wink.6)

Cheryl was hungry, yet she ate nothing at the party.9)

The program started as soon as the chief guest arrived.8)

Hardly had the concert started when the crowd cheered.10)

Unless Jordan catches a !sh, he wouldn’t go home.4)

Wendy not only prepared the meal but also decorated the house.3)

Even though Paul was busy, he attended the party.7)

Color coordinating conjunctions red, subordinating conjunctions yellow, and

correlative conjunctions green. 

Conjunctions

Make hay while the sun shines.Example:
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